About Nuclear Surety & Global Strike

In an effort to keep national defense professionals informed, the National Security Cyberspace Institute, Inc. proudly publishes Nuclear Surety & Global Strike (NSGS) – a bi-weekly electronic newsletter distributed to thousands of subscribers. Through summaries of the latest open-source nuclear- and defense-related news articles and links to the original sources, NSGS aims to increase situational awareness across a range of diverse organizations representing government, academia and industry. Subscribers include advisors and policy experts supporting the Quadrennial Defense Review, Nuclear Posture Review and Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty analysis and negotiations. This newsletter provides a form of dialogue for professionals in the all-important field of nuclear deterrence, defense and development.

Why subscribe to NSGS?

NSGS is the single source you need for all current nuclear and global strike news. It’s divided into categories to better help you navigate the information. Whether you’re interested in top-level nuclear policy decisions or international controversy surrounding nuclear weapons development, NSGS has the information you need.

As world leaders develop new arms treaties and make decisions regarding nuclear energy development, NSGS is keeping up with it all! NSGS is provided to subscribers at no cost as part of a task supporting U.S. Strategic Command and the National Nuclear Security Administration Office of Defense Programs.

If you’re interested in a complimentary subscription to NSGS, send an e-mail to nsgs@nsci-va.org.

Subscriber Demographics

NSGS’s current subscriber base comprises government, industry and academia. Government subscribers include U.S. Congressional representatives and staff; members of the National Nuclear Security Administration; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; Department of Energy; National Institute for Public Policy; Center for New American Security; Defense Science Board; and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. There are more than 400 active duty and retired Flag and General Officers and hundreds more officers and enlisted personnel. DoD subscribers include the Joint Staff, U.S. Strategic Command, Air Combat Command, Air Force Global Strike Command and various members representing all other COCOMs and Services.

NSGS is also distributed to members of many academic institutions and hundreds of experts from top organizations in industry.
News summaries:

Every edition of NSGS typically contains 70 to 130 summaries of the latest news covering nuclear weapons, energy development and missile defense policy updates. Each news article is presented in an easy-to-read paragraph, giving a concise summary and providing an active link to the original article online. The articles are divided into two main content categories — Nuclear News and Global Strike News. Articles within these categories are grouped by nation. We also include categories for major topic areas and other hot issues, such as the International Atomic Energy Agency and START Successor Negotiations. Whatever your specific interest in nuclear weapons or global strike may be, there’s a section for you!

Links to upcoming nuclear-related conferences, courses and training opportunities:

Every issue of NSGS includes a list of upcoming conferences, along with active links to registration pages online. This information will help you stay ahead of your peers and select which events are most appropriate for networking with other professionals interested in nuclear weapons policy, nuclear energy development and global strike decisions.

NSCI was founded in 2008 to provide subject matter expertise, consulting and senior mentoring services in support of DoD nuclear, global strike, C4ISR and cyberspace experimentation, requirements definition and policy implementation. Additionally, the company provides education, research and analysis services to government agencies, academia and commercial entities. For more information, visit www.nsci-va.org. To read NSGS online, visit http://www.nsci-va.org/NSGS_Newsletter.htm.

Thank you for your support.
Lindsay Trimble, NSCI’s communications manager, nsgs@nsci-va.org.